Executive Summary of Shore Acres Elementary’s School Improvement Plan

Shore Acres Elementary School has 711 students grades Prek to 5th, 2 administrators, 54 teachers, and 10 staff members. The mission of Shore Acres Elementary is to provide a rigorous educational program to prepare students to be lifelong learners and productive citizens. Succeed, Achieve, Educate: 100% Student Success.

To accomplish this mission, Shore Acres has 5 Goals:

1) **85% of all students will be proficient in reading as measured by Florida Standards Assessment**

2) **85% of all students will be proficient in writing as measured by Florida Standards Assessment**

3) **85% of all students will be proficient in mathematics as measured by the Florida Standards Assessment**

4) **85% of our 5th Grade students will be proficient in science as measured by the Florida Standards Assessment**

5) **Black/Afric.Am students will reach the identified AMO Target from each subject area goal; Reading 70% and Math 70%**.

The core instructional strategies included in our action plans are:

- Rigorous standards based learning goals
- Utilization of scales for learning goals
- Soar to Success
- Marzano’s 7 High Yield Strategies
- Increased student engagement time in reading
- ELA Modules with fidelity
- Formative Assessments to drive instructional decisions
- Focused practice, observations, feedback and discussions based on Marzano’s Effective Instructional Strategies
- SLAGS and Science Journals
- Increase amount of hands on learning experiences
- STEM Experiments & Robotics Activities
- Coding software to create video games
- Differentiated instruction based on formative assessment data
- Explicit writing in response to informational text
- Conferring focused on elaboration and conventions
- Tier 2 Vocabulary and conventions focus with our Black/Afric.Am. subgroup
- MFAS at all grade levels
- Additional math practice for lowest 25% of students

The professional development efforts:
- Reading – Planning for informational text
- Reading – Grammar and conventions
- Reading – Technology support; Start Up, Build Up, Spiral Up
- Reading Intermediate – DBQs
- Reading – ELA modules
- Math – Soar to Success; Math Journaling; CPALMS
- Math – MFAS, Formative Assessment Study
- STEM – Technology integrated Instructional Strategies
- Weekly PLCs
- All Academic Areas – Marzano’s Framework for Effective Instruction

The parent involvement efforts:
- iMom Breakfasts
- All Pro Dad Breakfasts
- Parent Room Representatives
- Birthday Book Carts
- Community Garden
- Monthly After School Events: Carnival, Trunk or Treat, Talent Show, Great American Content Area Race
- PTA Partnership to put on Curriculum nights throughout the school year

For more information about Shore Acres’ School Improvement Plan, please go to our website at www.shoreacres-es.pinellas.k12.fl.us.